
Week 48 
 

Each day this year, the Swedish American Museum will feature a Swedish-American fact 
on our Facebook page to commemorate our 40 years in Andersonville and the Swedish 

roots of our community. 
 

 
 

#OnThisDay… 
 
NOV. 28 – in 2010, our exhibit "Nordic Light: Paintings by Johan Thunberg" closed. The 

30 paintings featured in the exhibit explored the special quality of light in the 

Scandinavian countryside. 

NOV. 29 – in 2002, our exhibit was a collection of nine monumental tapestries by Åsa 

Bengtsson, entitled “They Yearned for America”. Ms. Bengtsson and Aina Muze, the 

weaver of the Chicago tapestry, were on hand to celebrate the exhibit. The Chicago 

tapestry is on display near the Museum's reception desk.    

NOV. 30 – in 2014, our exhibit “Bluescapes of Sweden”, paintings by Ariana Ramhage, 

closed. Characteristic of Ramhage’s work is the strong blue color of the sky, the sun-

drenched rocks and the windswept houses. Her paintings, while true to the scene, 

leave room for emotion and thought. Many of her watercolors portray well-known 

locations throughout Sweden.  

DEC. 1 – in 1988, our exhibit "Sweden and America 1638-1988: A History Celebrated" 

opened. It featured a series of panels telling the story of Swedes in the New World. 

DEC. 2 - in 1985, The Swedish Club of Chicago located at 1258 N. LaSalle Street was 

added to the U.S. Register of Historic Places. 

 DEC. 3 - in 1880, a group of eight men met at Bowman's Hall, now 370 W. Chicago 

Avenue, Chicago, IL. There the cornerstone was laid for the Independent Order of 

Svithiod, a Scandinavian fraternal beneficial society.   

 DEC. 4 - in 1994, "Swedish Folk Art: All Tradition is Change" opened at the Museum of 

International Folk Art in Santa Fe, New Mexico featuring a lekstugan which was later 

donated to the Brunk Children's Museum of Immigration. 

 

 


